Breaking Free
The Story of William Kurelek
By May Ebbitt Cutler
Illustrated by William Kurelek
Ages 10+
HC ISBN: 978-0-88776-617-6

Capturing Joy
The Story of Maud Lewis
Written by Jo Ellen Bogart
Illustrated by Mark Lang
Ages 8-12
HC ISBN: 978-0-88776-568-1

The Children of China
An Artist’s Journey
By Song Nan Zhang
Ages 10+
TR ISBN: 978-0-88776-448-6

Emily Carr
At the Edge of the World
By Jo Ellen Bogart
Illustrated by Maxwell Newhouse
Ages 10+
HC ISBN: 978-0-88776-640-4

The Master’s Apprentice
By Rick Jacobson
Illustrated by Rick Jacobson and Laura Fernandez
Ages 5-8
HC ISBN: 978-0-88776-783-8

Mr. Gauguin’s Heart
By Marie-Danielle Croteau
Illustrated by Isabelle Arsenault
Translated by Susan Ouriou
Ages 6-9
HC ISBN: 978-0-88776-824-8

The Mona Lisa Caper
By Rick Jacobson
Illustrated by Laura Fernandez and Rick Jacobson
Ages 5-7

Picasso
Soul on Fire
By Rick Jacobson
Illustrated by Laura Fernandez and Rick Jacobson
Ages 10+
TR ISBN: 978-0-88776-640-4

Stones, Bones and Stitches
Storytelling through Inuit Art
By Shelley Falconer and Shawna White
All Ages

William Blake:
The Gates of Paradise
By Michael Bedard
Ages 14+
HC ISBN: 978-0-88776-763-0

HOW TO ORDER:
Distributed by Random House of Canada Ltd.
For customer service in Canada, please call 1-888-523-9292.
Distributed by Random House Inc.
For customer service in the United States, please call 1-800-733-3000.
School and library customers, please order from your favorite wholesaler.
Front Cover: Illustration by Laura Fernandez and Rick Jacobson from The Mona Lisa Caper